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Versatile Cooking with the Griddle MOD
Pomona, CA — (May 7, 2019) The Modular Luxury Outdoor Kitchen
has 6 MOD’s total that interlock seamlessly to create the combination
you desire most.
In the previous Cal Flame Press Release we went in detail about the
features and functions on the Grill MOD and Power Burner MOD.
Now, get the details on the Cal Flame Griddle!
The Cal Flame Griddle is a heated flat surface made to grill pancakes,
bacon, sausage and more. When the griddle is being used, slide down
the top cover and start grilling.
Made with double welded 304-Stainless Steel Construction. Equipped
with an access oil tray and a centralized propane drawer. The propane
drawer is made with a sliding tray for a propane tank.
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Cal Flame Website

Turn the Griddle MOD on with (2) exclusive LED Cal Flame Stainless
Steel Knobs. With a push of the button, and small turn to the wrist,
the griddle heats up seamlessly.
The Cal Flame Griddle is ETL approved and built to last. By adding the
various Mods, you will allow over-all cooking convenience.
Choose to combine the Griddle Modular with any other Cal Flame
Modular Units. Create the ideal kitchen in any form you choose.
Combine and add any unit to accommodate the perfect outdoor
kitchen.
Listed below are the different Mods to choose from:
MOD Kitchen Grill.........................BBQ-MOD-19E05
MOD Kitchen Power Burner.....BBQ-MOD-19PB004
MOD Kitchen Griddle...............BBQ-MOD-19GR003
MOD Kitchen Corner Pantry.... BBQ-MOD-19CR008
MOD Kitchen Sink & Cooler.....BBQ-MOD-19BA002
MOD Kitchen Bar Top...............BBQ-MOD-19BT007

Easily assemble the kitchen in your own way and start grilling! It is a
revolutionary way to make cooking versatile, functional, and
enjoyable.
ABOUT CAL FLAME ® Cal Flame is an award-winning hearth and
barbecue manufacturer that offers backyard solutions for every home
and budget. Cal Flame lineup includes grills, accessories, customized
outdoor kitchens, barbecue islands, custom barbecue carts, fireplaces,
fire pits, & Modular. For information visit www.calflamebbq.com

